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Three minutes later, the essence on the emerald green bead had ahnost been exhausted. Its color also turned
gray. It no longer had the emerald green color, as though the bead had been damaged.

However, Guilherme said, “Young Master, this bead is called Chaos Bead, in which I obtained it by accident
before this. Then, I used this bead to store all of the Immortal Doctor’s Legacy from Nonagon Cave of the
Witch Doctor Sect! Young Master, if you are the true inheritor of the Ultimate Book of Medicine bloodline
and a true cultivator who walks the path of transcendence, then this Chaos Bead will have a great effect on
you if you keep it on you.”

Alex was slightly startled and said, “What the heck is this Chaos Bead used for?”

Guilherme said, “I’ve checked through the ancient records before. It’s rumored that this bead is an innate
spiritual treasure that has existed since the prehistoric period. It is the supreme magical treasure that seems
normal yet possesses hidden functions. It contains its own universe inside it that can hold everything. It can
also conceal important secrets.”

Alex was dumbfounded. That was just too exaggerated. Then, he asked, “Since you’ve already long gotten
this head, have you confirmed all of those rumors yourself?”

“Nope,” Guilherme replied.

Alex was about to throw up blood from his response. He had bragged for a long time but they were just
legends. Guilherme said in a slightly embarrassed tone, “Because I have limited cultivation skills, so I
couldn’t exploit the magical effects of this bead, but it just happens to correspond to the name ‘Chaos Bead’.
Those unmighty people without great opportunity, great wisdom and great merit shall not inherit the bead. If
it’s fallen into the hands of Young Master, you might be able to completely utilize it to the fullest!”

Alex rolled his eyes and said, “My current cultivation base may not even be as good as yours before your
death.”

Guilherme said, “Young Master, please don’t undervalue yourself. You’re an inheritor of the Ultimate Book of
Medicine bloodline, and descendent of the Immortal Doctor’s ancestor. Since you have luck in yourself, your
achievements in the future would be boundless. You’ll definitely become a godlike existence.”

Alex was rendered speechless once again.

He discovered that Guilherme was a big fat flatterer, and he didn’t need a script to do it. He just needed to
open his mouth and the words poured out naturally.

“Then, I will accept those good words of yours. I’ll hold onto the bead for now!”

Anyway, Guilherme was in almost the same state as Maiko right now. He could not hold the bead now as
well.

At this time, Cheryl had finally completed receiving the legacy.

On the center of her forehead, a strange formation pattern appeared. It looked like some ancient scripture, The
formation pattern was the Immortal Doctor’s Legacy.

Swoosh!

A green light flashed, and the green patterns in between Cheryl’s eyebrows disappeared.

Then, Cheryl opened her eyes. At this moment, she looked like a completely different person. It was because
the bead originally contained essence as well. With the acquisition of the legacy, Cheryl also naturally gained
the essence within it.

Guilherme bowed and said, “Congratulations, Young Madam, for officially receiving the Immortal Doctor’s
Legacy. However, the content in the Immortal Doctor’s Legacy is huge. You still need to meticulously refine
yourself in the future. If Young Madam has any questions, please summon me anytime.”

Being called “Young Madam” by Guilherme had made Cheryl to be… secretly happy.

Alex thought of a realistic problem. “Where do you usually stay?”

“I will stay by Young Madam’s side,” Guilherme replied.

“Huh? Then, won’t you be able to see my everyday life, including going to the restroom and bathing?”
Cheryl exclaimed.

“Rest assured, Young Madam. Such a thing will definitely not happen. My soul remnant has long integrated
with the Immortal Doctor’s Legacy as one. Otherwise, I won’t survive till today. I will usually be in the
legacy’s map on the Young Madam’s forehead. But, Young Madam, if you wish to summon me, you need to
communicate via the legacy’s map before I can come out from it.”

With such an explanation, only then did Cheryl feel relaxed a little. Otherwise, she would rather not have the
Immortal Doctor’s Legacy at all.

In the next instant, Guilherme entered the legacy’s map and disappeared.

“Congratulations. You’ve become the inheritor of the Immortal Doctor’s Legacy!” Alex said with a smile.

Cheryl looked around nervously. “He’s really gone, right? I can’t hear nor see him, right?”

Alex laughed and said, “It’s real. Don’t worry about it!”

Only then did Cheryl pat her towering chest. Then, she touched her face. “It felt really panicky.”

If it were anybody else, he would also feel uncomfortable at the thought of an old man’s soul living in their
forehead for some reason.

Alex comforted her and said, “You’ll slowly get used to it.”

Cherly said, “Thank you. I could only obtain Guilherme’s acknowledgement so smoothly all because of you.
I didn’t expect you to be the young master of the previous Immortal Doctor! It was no wonder that you
managed to wake your severely ill mother up in the hospital… Hmph, you even lied to me by saying that you
learned it from the internet.”

